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Executive Summary
During the past years, access to detailed public finance and market data was restricted to small groups
of experts and decision makers. Gradually, public budgets and spending data become openly available
and web portals on public tenders have been initiated.
Yet, the quality of economic data is considered to be low compared to the potential questions that can
be answered through this data. That is happening mainly because there are not quality standards and
common methodologies, e.g. budget and spending classifications are incompatible and there is not a
standard method for representing company names and activities.
Hence, a necessary condition in exploiting the potential of existing data sources for transparency and
innovation is to establish a minimal and compact common understanding of the stylized facts in
economic open data.
The Data Model under development is the corpus of the YDS platform. In this version, the domain data
model encircles the majority of the important but heterogeneous economic open data sources.
Sketchily, Linked Open Economy (LOE) models the flows incorporated in public budgeting and
procurement and can be connected to the market process.
In particular, the LOE model has been introduced by the LinkedEconomy.org project and it is expanded
to meet the needs of YDS requirements. The modelling process consists of four main parts: workflow,
versioning and upgrade process, intellectual property and development and documentation.
The model development workflow has been designed as a compact five-step circular process which
involves proposals and issues, task prioritization, development and documentation of the model, peer
review and final revisions and review of specifications.
For the design of LOE model expansion we employed methodologies and techniques that are widely
adopted by most of the models. The overall approach is designed to be bottom-up. Initially, the domain
context is defined and then users contribute their requirements to information modelling.
Consequently, the model is aligned with existing ontologies and vocabularies and relevant business rules
are applied. The new syntax is documented by a mapping spreadsheet, Linked Data and online
hypertext. In this context, requirements that resulted from the consultation process with the users (D2.4
User Requirements v2.0) and are directly related to model characteristics and specifications include
functional, performance, data and legal aspects. These requirements are addressed in the data
modelling process.
Thus, the next step is to construct the conceptual data model that addresses the information
requirements derived from previous stages. The output is the conceptual data model aligned with
existing ontologies and vocabularies (e.g. Core Vocabularies, FOAF). First, the main concepts that have
been identified in the expanded circular flow of income (CFM) are mapped to Linked Open Economy
(LOE) specifications. Next, the developed model is described by UML syntax. This final step, refers to the
creation of various documentation outputs of the LOE syntax that allows users to implement it and
further expand it. The LOE syntax documentation takes the form of: (1) a detailed mapping spreadsheet
(2) Linked Data (RDF) with related SPARQL queries in GitHub and (3) online hypertext. Detailed
presentation of data modelling per pilot data sources can be found in the Appendix.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose and Scope
In this report a data model and detailed specifications (ontology) is defined, for the domain of
economic-related data. The resulting model choices provide concrete definitions and procedures on
how heterogeneous data can be incorporated into the YDS platform (Petasis, Vafopoulos, Karkaletsis, &
Triantafillou, 2016; Triantafillou, Petasis, Vafopoulos, & Karkaletsis, 2016), how different vocabularies
can be aligned, how data can be validated, linked, and aggregated with the social, user-generated data.
The YDS data model reuses and incorporates existing popular ontologies that are available for the
selected thematic domain.

1.2 Approach for Work Package and Relation to other Work Packages and Deliverables
The primary focus of the third Work Package is data collection, management, storage, and provision to
other components of YDS through effective programming services and interfaces. The relevant
technologies can be indexed in four main layers:
1) Harvesters, which acquire data from open data sources and the social Web.
2) Validators, assessing the quality of harvested data, cleaning data, and validating them according
to the data model requirements.
3) Ontology population and alignment, where diverse data sources are aligned, cross-linked, and
transformed to use a common vocabulary, ultimately becoming part of a unifying data model.
4) Data storage and querying, where data are accumulated in a data store, which provides retrieval
and management through suitable semantic interfaces (such as SPARQL queries).
In particular, the third layer provides a common language across all the four layers by enabling the
orchestration of diverse specifications from heterogeneous systems and methodologies. Actually, it
serves as a detailed and interactive reference of the modeling choices that have been made for all
relevant data sources.

1.3 Methodology and Structure of the Deliverable
The outcome of this task will be a unifying conceptual model, which will allow diverse data sources and
specifications to be annotated, interlinked and aligned. The resulting ontology must support all
interactions that can occur among data, in order to support the semantic-to-semantic, semantic-tosocial, and social-to-semantic linking and interaction.
The data modeling methodology will be based on the following principles:





Reuse of existing models in the economic domain (by RDFizing them if needed)
Interconnection and alignment of these models under the general conceptual model
Incremental: when new data is added will be examined if new concepts have to be introduced
Interactive: with YDS content owners, but also with the world (to create traction).

29/07/2016
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Identification of similar concepts/identification of concepts with different meaning.
Breadth and depth development:
o To the breadth: more coverage of the economic domain according to users needs.
o To the depth: more distinguishing detail in data analysis.
Interaction with the data/content owners.
How to deal with changes in the model.

The report is structured as follows. The next section introduces the basic dimensions of economic Open
Data. Section 3 analyses the process for modeling these data based on the Linked Open Economy
approach. Section 4 concludes and is followed by appendices and references.

1.4 Changes in this second version
The first stable version of the data model that is used by the YDS project has been released and is directly
connected to user requirements and economic theory principles. In addition, the underlying
development process is documented and exploits the benefits of GitHub in collaborative and
transparent issue tracking and code building. The structure of the deliverable has been changed
considerably in order to reflect the stable version of the model and to provide a panoramic overview of
its fundamental components. The more important updates can be summarized as follows:
I.

Review of existing initiatives and models have been organized in categories (e.g. budget and
procurement) and enriched with more sources and bibliographic references (refer to 2.2 Existing
initiatives and models).

II.

Open and big data related to the economy have been put in theoretical context (refer to 2.4 Back
to the (Economics) roots). We have contextualized economic data based on the circular flow of
income (CFM) as a model of the economy in which the major exchanges are represented as feeds
of money and physical things such as goods, services, labor, or raw materials among economic
agents.

III.

The presentation of the modelling process can be found in this version on section 3 “Modelling
Open Economic Data” and is organised in five parts: introduction, workflow, versioning and
upgrade, intellectual property, development and documentation.

IV.

The detailed presentation of modelling pilot data sources has been moved to Appendix.

The model will be updated continuously as new data sources are integrated in the project.
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2 Open Economic Data
2.1 Introduction
Publicly available open data are growing rapidly in quantity, but their quality can be further improved
to unveil their strong potential. One quality aspect of open data is their ability to address unanswered
questions and provide more effective solutions in important issues. First, we are looking for a common
understanding on what data are available and how they can be orchestrated to provide relevant insights
on economic topics.
Linked Open Economy (LOE) is proposed as a top-level conceptualization that interlinks the main
publicly available open data for the economy. Sketchily, LOE models the flows incorporated in public
budgeting and procurement and can be connected to the market process.
The rest of the section is organized as follows. Subsection 1 briefly discusses the current status in
economic open data initiatives and sources. The vision of a Linked Open Economy is summarized in
subsection 2. The last subsection introduces the Economic model that can support data modelling.

2.2 Existing initiatives and models
The Open Government Linked Data initiative promotes innovation, transparency and accountability.
Business and economic analyses demonstrates that re-usable open public data could be a driver for
economic development (Vafopoulos, 2012). In particular, an increasing number of initiatives and
datasets has been emerging with respect to domains like fiscal transparency and open economic data
(e.g. Open Government Partnership (Manolea & Cretu, 2013) and Global Initiative for Fiscal
Transparency - GIFT).
In the following section, some indicative efforts in the fields of budgeting, procurement, spending,
international trade, Official Development Assistance (aid), subsidies, company information, products
and prices are briefly described.
2.2.1 Budget
During the last decade, there are various initiatives and projects for opening and linking budgetary data.
The Open Budget Initiative1 has been initiated by the International Budget Partnership to advocate for
public access to accountable budget systems (Mills, 2013). Since 2006, it publishes the Open Budget
Survey and Index as a comprehensive analysis that evaluates whether governments give the public
opportunities to participate in the budget process at the national level. The Open Budget Survey Tracker
(OBS Tracker, www.obstracker.org) allows citizens, civil society, media, and others to monitor in real time
whether central governments are releasing the requisite information on how the government is
managing public finances. Using data collected by independent civil society budget experts in the
countries covered, the OBS Tracker monitors and reports on whether central governments are
publishing, on time, the eight key budget documents required by international standards on budget

1www.internationalbudget.org
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transparency. Starting from 2015, the EU funds the Open Budgets2 project to provide a scalable platform
for public administrations to publish open budget data that is easy-to-use, flexible, and attractive for all.
Tygel et al. (Tygel, Attard, Orlandi, Campos, & Auer, 2016) present a model to analyse open budget data
initiatives. They have concluded that special attention should be paid to user feedback, semantics
standards and linking possibilities.
There are also some research efforts on semantic modeling of budgets that are mainly focuses on the
available data from specific countries and regions (see for instance (Bolgov, Chugunov, & Filatova, 2015;
Brusa, Caliusco, & Chiotti, 2006; de Oliveira Araújo, Santos, & Silva, 2015; Höffner, Martin, & Lehmann,
2015; Santana & da Silva Craveiro, 2013; Vafopoulos & Meimaris, 2012).
In the field of data standards, the Fiscal Data Package (fiscal.dataprotocols.org) is developed as a simple,
open technical specification for government budget and spending data.
2.2.2 Procurement
Alvarez-Rodríguez et al (Alvarez-Rodríguez, Labra-Gayo, & de Pablos, 2014) review the efforts of
implementing semantic technologies in the field of e-procurement. Indicatively, the list of projects
includes LOTED2, Public Contracts Ontology (PCO), Methods On Linked Data for E-procurement Applying
Semantics (MOLDEAS) and PPROC ontology.
The Linked Open Tenders Electronic Daily (LOTED and LOTED2) (Distinto, d’Aquin, & Motta, 2016) project
was focused on RDFizing the RSS feeds that come from ted.europa.eu and linked them to the LOD cloud
via DBpedia and Geonames. Data provision was done via a SPARQL endpoint, making it a fully semantic
web service.
The Public Contracts Ontology has been introduced by the LOD2 project (Nečaský et al., 2014) to provide
an ontological basis for representing key concepts in tenders and expressing structured data about
public contracts.
The Methods On Linked Data for E-procurement Applying Semantics (MOLDEAS) project (Alvarez et al.,
2012) provides a set of tools in order to link notices together (e.g. based on their classification).
MOLDEAS initiated a fundamental frame of aligning different product classification schemata (such as
NAICS3 and CPV4), in order to ensure that intelligent search is performed along all tender sources,
despite the initial heterogeneity, thus making the whole approach semantic web-friendly.
Lately, the PPROC ontology is another effort to semantically describe the public procurement processes
and contracts (Munoz-Soro, EstebAn, Corcho, & Seron, 2016). According to its authors: “The PPROC
ontology is extensive, since it covers not only the usual data about the tender, its objectives, deadlines
and awardees, but also details of the whole process, from the initial contract publication to its
termination.”

2http://openbudgets.eu
3http://www.census.gov/eos/www/naics/
4http://simap.europa.eu/codes-and-nomenclatures/codes-cpv/codes-cpv_el.htm
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In the field of data standards, the Open Contracting Partnership5 has enabled a global consultation
process to create a set of global principles that can serve as a guide to advance open contracting around
the world. Open contracting efforts are related to practices for increased participation in public
contracting by covering the whole chain from planning to finalization of contract obligations, including
tendering and performance. They are recently developing the Open Contracting Data Standard (OCDS)
(Open Contracting Partnership, 2015) that sets out key documents and data that should be published
at each stage of a contracting process. The Standard is backed up by a fully documented open data
specification that describes the data fields and structures that publishers should use to increase the
accessibility, usability and interoperability of their disclosures.
2.2.3 Spending
Many local and central governments around the world are publishing their check book data (e.g. New
York City) as data dumps or through APIs. In this context, a series of initiatives have been emerged to
catalogue, analyse and connect available public spending data.
OpenSpending.org (Höffner et al., 2015) is an open platform for government expenditure tracking
created by the Open Knowledge Foundation. It offers an easy system to upload, explore and share public
finance data (e.g. budgets or expenditure databases). In 2013 have been uploaded more than 16 million
transactions from 363 different datasets coming from around the world.
Clearspending (http://sunlightfoundation.com/clearspending/) is a project of the Sunlight Foundation
that analyzes the spending data uploaded in the official portal of US government. According to
Clearspending’s analysis of USAspending.gov for the period 2009-11 there are serious questions in data
quality aspects such as consistency, completeness, and timeliness.
In PublicSpending.net (PSNET) project (Vafopoulos et al., 2012, 2013; Vafopoulos, Meimaris, et al., 2014)
public spending data from seven governments, both local and national, with total value almost 1,5
trillion euros, have been processed, cleansed and converted to LOD. Furthermore, the resulting Linked
Data are interlinked with external resources and made accessible on a public SPARQL endpoint. A web
portal application with several functionalities is deployed in order to make the data mashups
understandable and easily consumable. It is also demonstrated that 480 out of the 2000 companies
consisting of the Forbes Global index have received public money from US, UK, Australia, Greece, Alaska,
Massachusetts and Chicago. These governments on average distribute their expenditure in construction
work (36.7%), office and computing machinery, equipment and supplies except furniture and software
packages (15.3%), transport equipment and auxiliary products to transportation (10.3%), financial and
insurance services (5.4%) and medical equipment, pharmaceuticals and personal care products (3.6%).
PSNET provides ground-breaking network analysis and visualizations of the public payments network
(M. N. Vafopoulos et al., 2013).

5http://www.open-contracting.org
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2.2.4 International Trade
International Trade Data are mainly part of Official statistics and can be retrieved by governmental
sources (e.g. United Nations6, Eurostat7 and the Atlas of Economic Complexity8).
2.2.5 Official Development Assistance (Aid)
There is a growing number of governmental and non-governmental initiatives that promote openness
in Official Development Assistance data. For example, USA (https://www.usaid.gov/), European Union
(https://euaidexplorer.ec.europa.eu/), the Netherlands (https://www.openaid.nl/) and Denmark
(http://openaid.um.dk/en) are providing open data an analysis of their aid programs. International
organisations (e.g. World Bank http://data.worldbank.org/topic/aid-effectiveness) and nongovernmental initiatives (e.g. http://aiddata.org/ and http://www.openaiddata.org/) catalogue,
interconnect and further analyse aid data.
In the field of standardization, the International Aid Transparency Initiative (IATI) is focused on making
information about aid spending easier to find, use and compare. IATI, in February 2011, published a
common and open international metadata standard for publishing better aid data
(http://iatistandard.org/).
2.2.6 Subsidies
Lately, governments have started to publish information related to public projects, grants and subsidies
(e.g. Greece http://anaptyxi.gov.gr/). At the same time, a series of initiatives have emerged in extracting
and publishing unstructured subsidy data (e.g. http://www.subsidietrekker.nl/ and
http://farmsubsidy.openspending.org/).
2.2.7 Company information
According to the Global Open Data Index only 26% of the company registries are providing open data(
http://index.okfn.org/dataset/companies/). Opencorporates.com (Taggart & Peltola, 2010) is an effort
of aggregating company information from different countries and jurisdictions and releasing it as open
data. The opencorporates.com team is working on creating Linked Data representations out of their
databases, by mapping company metadata to certified ontologies such as the Core Business Vocabulary9
and linking them to other data hubs, such as DBpedia.org and Geonames. Financial statements and
accounting reports that are published by companies contain important data.
2.2.8 Products and prices
There is not yet an organised effort to provide high quality open data for products and prices. There are
fragmented initiatives to publish prices (e.g. EU10) but not always in a machine-readable format.

6 http://comtrade.un.org/
7 https://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/data/dataset/5X5vtt7NouitYYs514vTA
8 http://atlas.media.mit.edu
9 https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/core_business/description
10 http://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/markets-and-prices/price-monitoring/monthly-prices/index_en.htm
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One of the few projects related to product data, is the Open Product Data (POD)11 project that has been
initiated by Philippe Plagnol (now is hosted by OKFN as a community project) aims to build a public
database of product data connected to barcodes in order to empower consumers with useful and
machine-readable product information (e.g. price).
2.2.9 Linked Open Data for the economy
The first effort to harvest, analyse, interconnect and publish open data from all eight of the
aforementioned economic domains was made by the LinkedEconomy.org project (co-funded in the 4th
Greek Strategic Reference Framework 2007-2013) (Vafopoulos, Anagnostopoulos, et al., 2016;
Vafopoulos, Razis, et al., 2016). LinkedEconomy.org had also initiated the LOE model which is further
being expanded under the YDS project.

2.3 The vision of a Linked Open Economy
The aforementioned initiatives are paving the way for open data in diverse aspects of economic activity.
But this is just the commencement of a laborious effort needed to create complete online services that
will promote transparency and innovation.
Existing projects basically act as e-catalogs of data that are fragmented into topic, place and time since
they do not share common standards and methodologies. In cases where open data exist, the basic
obstacle is the fact that there are not even common practices for representing the main actors (e.g.
payers and payees) and the type of payments. Therefore, it is impossible to interlink the available data
in meaningful ways and support services and decision-making.
Surely, the cost of data discovery and collection has been substantially decreased, but yet to get valuable
insights in public finance demands high expertise and timely efforts. And this is a serious danger that
may undermine the further development of LOD in general.
Hence, it is time to guide our focus in developing more comprehensive and efficient interoperability
standards to interconnect the stylized facts of open economic data (e.g. budgets, tenders, spending,
business information and prices). The potential usages of such conceptualization ranges from crowdsourced monitoring and risk assessment of public finance to real-time integration in Business
Intelligence systems for stimulating more efficient resource allocation.
For instance, subsidies to public and private organisations and the provision of aid to third countries
and international organisations can be considered at the same conceptual level of public procurement
because they are also money transfers (payments) through a predefined process (e.g. open call, direct
award). The main difference between public procurement and subsidies and aid provisioning is that in
the first case the buyer (or payer) receives direct compensation (e.g. product or service) for its
payments. In the case of subsidies and aid provisioning the direct benefits stay within the beneficiary
while the society or specific groups of it enjoy the indirect benefits (e.g. social inclusion, economic
development).

11http://product.okfn.org/
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Thus, LOE is based more on a theory-driven than on a data- or statistics-driven approach. It has been
designed to better balance the trade-off of being as generic as to be scalable to future open data
categories and as specific as to be compatible with existing initiatives. It could be an opportunity for
many of the diverse communities, which are working on transparency, global standards and economic
data, to join forces in addressing useful and not-yet-answered questions.
The Linked Open Economy (LOE) model addresses economic data orchestration by providing a series of
simple, coherent and scalable conceptualizations that are based on economic theory and business
practice.
For example, we can’t yet answer, if public spending is expensive and comparable across countries. Or,
can we compare financial ratios in public budgets? Can we comparatively analyse wholesale and retail
prices and market competition?

2.4 Back to the (Economics) roots
Answering questions related to economic and public policy issues we need, first, to put open and big
data in theoretical context. Lately, there are some voices on the other bank of the river asking for big
data exploitation in macroeconomic theory (Wolfers, 2016) and Official statistics (Vafopoulos, Angelis,
et al., 2014). Incorporating publicly available in an economic context provides scalability in future
releases of new datasets and, at the same time flexibility since economic models can be extended to
new variables. It seems that open and big data need economics and vice versa.
A first approach to contextualize economic open data could be the circular flow of income (CFM) as a
model of the economy in which the major exchanges are represented as feeds of money and physical
things such as goods, services, labor, or raw materials among economic agents (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Expanded Circular Flow of income - CFM (based on the analysis of (Krugman & Wells, 2012))
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CFM is a simplified representation of macro-economy. The underlying principle is that the flow of money
into each market or sector is equal to the flow of money coming out of that market or sector. It is based
on the following seven basic assumptions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Economic freedom
Private property
Economic incentives (profit motive)
Competitive markets
A price system based on supply and demand
Involuntary exchanges
Limited government

CFM is structured by three components: sectors or agents, markets and flows of economic activity as
follows:
I.
o
o
o
o

Sectors or agents
Consumer households
Business firms
Government
Rest of the world

II.
o
o
o

Markets
Goods and Services
Factors or Resources
Financial

III. Flows of economic activity
o Financial (money – direct or indirect)
o Real (good, service or factor)
In particular, Business Firms produce goods and services using inputs, such as labor, land, and capital.
These inputs are considered to be the factors of production. Consumer Households own the factors of
production and consume all the goods and services that the firms produce.
Households and firms interact in two types of markets. In the markets for goods and services,
households are buyers and firms are sellers. In particular, households buy the output of goods and
services that firms produce. In the markets for the factors production, households are sellers and firms
are buyers. In these markets, households provide firms the inputs that the firms use to produce goods
and services.
Government uses taxes and borrowing to purchase goods & services and to transfer money in
Households and to foreign institutions (aid). In an open economy, most of the countries (Rest of the
29/07/2016
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world) Import and Export goods and services that involve foreign borrowing/lending and
purchases/sales of stock.
The big red dots in Figure 1 mark the flows of economic activity that open data can be found for specific
countries. Particularly, data related to government purchases of goods & services are published in the
form of public contracts and spending. Government transfers are published as data for (domestic) grants
and foreign aid activity. Volumes, types, origins and destinations of traded goods are also published as
open data.
Thus, a domain model is needed to capture, specify and interlink the recently available open economic
data under an integrated framework.

3 Modelling Open Economic Data
3.1 Introduction
The LOE model has been initiated by the LinkedEconomy.org project and it is expanded and adjusted to
meet the needs of YDS requirements. The modelling process consists of four main parts:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Workflow
Versioning and upgrade process
Intellectual property
Development & documentation

3.2 Workflow
The model development process has been designed as a compact five-step circular workflow which
involves Proposals and issues, Task Prioritization, Development and Documentation of the model, Peer
Review and Final Revisions and Review of specifications (Figure 2). This flowchart is described in more
depth in the following sections.

Figure 2: the model development process is organized in a five-step circular workflow
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3.2.1 Proposals and issues
YDS technical partners are involved in the development and revision of the data model. Particularly,
NCSR-D as Task 3.2 leader is responsible for the prioritization of subtasks and the final architectural
decisions.
Changes to YDS model can be proposed by anyone at any point via the public GitHub issue tracker12
either as issues for discussion or pull requests with a clear and documented description of the proposed
change (Figure 3). Contributors are encouraged to initiate discussions prior to pull requests to achieve
consensus on proposed changes. Changes may be suggested based on the labels as have been published
at https://github.com/YourDataStories/ontology/labels and indicatively include:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

CHANGE: e.g. update codelist entries
EXTENSION: add new features
bug
discussion
duplicate
help wanted
in progress
OWL
pilot 1: data sources and specifications related to pilot 1
pilot 2: data sources and specifications related to pilot 2
pilot 3: data sources and specifications related to pilot 3
question
SheetView: mapping spreadsheet
SPARQL

Issues that are interconnected to other WPs are handled through the YDS project Redmine instance.
3.2.2 Prioritisation
The NCSR-D technical team, with reference to YDS technical partners, identify change proposals and
extensions which should be considered for adoption in the next version of the YDS model, assigning
these to milestones in the issue tracker where they are open for discussion.
3.2.3 Development and documentation
YDS technical partners are assigned in modelling specific data sources, features and extensions. The
NCSR-D technical team and YDS technical partners, commit on a development branch to prepare
updates to the model, documentation and codelists, according to the prioritized list.
At the point where all open issues are suitably addressed, the development branch can be submitted
for peer review. Details on the model development process are provided in the following sections.

12

https://github.com/YourDataStories/ontology/issues
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3.2.4 Peer-review
The updated model, documentation along with a change log and narrative description of the changes
will be released for peer-review.
The NCSR-D technical team could invite groups of external reviewers, representing different
stakeholders (e.g. data publishers and users) to complete a review of the changes, and to submit
comments or/and judgment on whether the overall upgrade or specific changes.
3.2.5 Revisions
The NCSR-D technical team should evaluate reviews and decide whether the whole upgrade, or specific
features thereof, need to be revised, rejected or postponed to future processes.
3.2.6 Release
Once comments and issues have been addressed, then the updated version of the model can be set to
live. Remaining issues feed back to the initial step of the process.

Figure 3: GitHub is used as version control and issue tracking system

3.3 Versioning and upgrade process
Over time, changes will be needed to the YDS model, including addition of new data sources and
specifications, and sporadically involving changes to existing specifications and structures. The revision
process should take into account the consequences of any change for different stakeholders and that
changes are easy to identify and are transparent, and publishers, users and intermediaries have been
provided with detailed documentation to allow them to update their data and tools.
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Distinct branches of the model will be maintained within the official GitHub account for each version.
Branches are designed to be in one of two states:

● Development: marked with a -dev suffix (e.g. 2.01-dev)
Both data model specification and documentation on a development branch can be frequently updated
and should only be implemented on an experimental basis.
● Live: with no suffix (e.g. 2.0)
Only documentation updates will be made. All documentation changes must be reviewed to ensure
they do not make any changes to the basic conceptualization and engineering of the model.
All notable changes to the data model will be documented in the Change Log file based on Semantic
Versioning (Preston-Werner, 2013).

3.4 Intellectual property
The YDS data model is the intellectual property of the YDS consortium. The schema is provided under
the Creative Commons Attribution-NoDerivatives 4.0 International license, with accompanying
documentation under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.

3.5 Development & Documentation
For the design of LOE model expansion we employed methodologies and techniques that are widely
adopted by most of the models (e.g. see for instance the generic approach introduced by (Noy &
McGuinness, 2001) and (European Commission, 2015)). The overall approach is designed to be bottomup. Initially, the domain context is defined and then users contribute their requirements to information
modelling. Consequently, the model is aligned with existing ontologies and vocabularies and relevant
business rules are applied. The new syntax is documented by a mapping spreadsheet, Linked Data and
online hypertext.
3.5.1 Context and requirements
I. Define the context
Publicly available open data are growing rapidly in quantity, but their quality can be further improved
to unveil their strong potential. One quality aspect of open data is their ability to address unanswered
questions and provide more effective solutions in important issues.
Most of the existing initiatives related to economic open data are basically acting as e-catalogs of data
that are fragmented in topic, place and time since they do not share common standards and
methodologies. In cases where open data exist, the basic obstacle is the fact that there are not even
common practices for representing the main actors (e.g. payers and payees) and the type of payments.
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Therefore, it is difficult to interlink the available data in meaningful ways to support services and
decision-making.
Thus, we are looking for a common understanding on what data are available and how they can be
orchestrated to provide relevant insights on economic topics.
The Linked Open Economy (LOE) approach is proposed as a top-level conceptualization that interlinks
the main publicly available open data for the economy. Sketchily, LOE models the flows incorporated in
public finance (e.g. budgeting, procurement and aid) and into the market process (e.g. prices).
II. Elicit information requirements
Requirements that resulted from the consultation process with the users (D2.4 User Requirements v2.0)
and are directly related to model characteristics and specifications (Table 1) include Functional,
Performance, Data and Legal aspects. These requirements are addressed in the data modelling process.
Table 1: Functional, Performance, Data and Legal requirements as has been reported from the Focus groups are
addressed in data modelling

ID
FR2

FR8

FR9
FR10
FR11
FR17

Functional Requirement Description
YDS platform shall provide the means for searching,
downloading and querying data related to the economic
activity.
YDS shall present a detailed documentation in various
formats (e.g. cookbook, FAQ) for each basic section.

YDS shall provide data download to enable reuse for nonadvanced users.
YDS shall provide a well-documented REST API to enable
the machine-processable data integration.
YDS shall provide a well-documented SPARQL endpoint to
enable custom querying from users.
YDS shall provide functionalities for mobile devices (e.g.
geo-tagging, crowdsourcing).

How LOE model address it
LOE entities and data are
interconnected and
indexed
LOE model, processes and
data are documented in
various ways and channels
(e.g. GitHub, GRAV, Google
Sheet etc.)
Modeled data can be
exported through two REST
APIs and a SPARQL
endpoint in CSV, XML,
JSON, and multiple RDF
serializations
LOE models geographical
information from different
sources under a single
specification
All LOE entities and
specifications are
interlinked

FR18

YDS website structure should be an iterative process to
allow users to go back and forth between the different
sections.

ID
PR1

Performance Requirement Description
How LOE model address it
The performance of YDS platform should not degrade with LOE model is minimal and
an increase in the number of the users or/and the available compact in order to support
datasets.
data scalability
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Data Requirement Description
How LOE model address it
YDS shall be able to harvest economic data (e.g. public
LOE models economic open
spending) from open sources.
data from different sources
YDS shall be able to process and enrich economic open
under a single specification
data.
YDS shall focus on data provision characterized by Only official data sources
trustworthiness, accuracy, completeness, consistency, are tested, harvested and
referential integrity and reconciliation.
modeled
Legal Requirement Description
How LOE model address it
YDS shall provide a system that respects users privacy and
LOE accounts for closed,
confidentiality.
shared and open data under
YDS shall provide a system that accounts for different data
different licenses
licensing.

The next step is to elaborate the main process models that drive data generation. Based on Figure 1
that describes the Expanded circular flow of income (CFM) it would be useful to further analyze the
process model behind the Purchases of goods & services and the Government transfers (local grants
and international aid).

Figure 4: process diagram for public contracts and spending

Briefly, governments form and publish budgets, parts of which include projects and works that are
assigned through calls for tenders. After contracts have being signed and projects are fulfilled, funds are
transferred. Spending data are often used to assess the completion of public budgets (Figure 4).
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Another type of added-value fiscal information that has started being provided publicly is subsidies and
aid data. Subsidies are considered to be government payments (transfers in strict economic
terminology) to government agencies, firms and households based on a development plan (e.g. the
Greek National Strategic Reference Framework (anaptyxi.gov.gr/). According to Wikipedia, aid 13 is a
voluntary transfer of resources from one country to another. Open aid data can be now found through
a series of initiatives (e.g. openaiddata.org). Both subsidies and aid, as it is happening with public
procurements, are financed through a government budget and follow an award procedure. The
difference between ordinary procurement and subsidies/aid is that in the latter final products and
services are remaining in the ownership of the beneficiary. On the contrary, supplier firms of public
bodies transfer the ownership of their product. Even in the rare cases, where suppliers operate public
works (e.g. private public partnership), there is an underlying compensation model for the public.
Existing approaches connect government budget and spending data (e.g. Fiscal Data Package) or model
the contracting process in more detail (i.e. budget, tender, award, contract, payment) (e.g. Open
Contracting). Thus, aid is modelled separately (e.g. IATI Standard) from public procurement and
subsidies. It is important to capture and integrate in a unified specification, the economic lifecycle of
subsidies and aid because it will allow us to follow and evaluate large amount of public payments.
The LOE model expands existing models to capture also subsidies and aid open data as a complementary
path from budget to spending (Figure 4).
Procurement, subsidies and aid awarding processes alike are involving the exchange of information
among authorities (e.g. tax offices, business registries and various public agencies) and the official
publication of relevant information (e.g. call for tenders, payments).
Users can be either actively or passively involved. Active users could be citizens, businesses and public
authorities, whereas passive users have the form of reviewers, researchers and related third parties that
consume the data. For instance, Pilot 1 involves users in geo-tagging spending information and
generating reports from the available data and, in general, the YDS supports the feedback of the usergenerated content and open data.
Additionally, in this department belong the “Semantic to Social” components that are responsible for
publishing the open data, as enhanced within YDS, to the Social Web, initiating the social dimension
through the already semantically annotated and interconnected open data. In the same context, the
social dimension YDS will add to the data is completed by the “Social to Semantic” components, which
ensure bi-directionality between open data and the Social Web by extending open data with
information that originates from the users and their social actions in social media. These features will
be included in the next phase of model specifications.
3.5.2 Information modelling
This is the basic step used to construct a conceptual data model that addresses the information
requirements derived from previous stages. The output of this step is the conceptual data model aligned
with existing ontologies and vocabularies (e.g. Core Vocabularies, FOAF). First, the main concepts that
13 Can be also found as international aid, overseas aid, foreign aid or foreign assistance.
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have been identified in the Expanded circular flow of income (CFM) are mapped to Linked Open
Economy (LOE) specifications. Next, the developed model is described by UML syntax.

3.5.3 Main Concepts
Table 2: The namespaces used at the general model

Prefix

Namespace

Ontology name

foaf

http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/

FOAF

gr

http://purl.org/goodrelations/v1#

Good Relations

org

http://www.w3.org/ns/org#

Organizations

rov

http://www.w3.org/ns/regorg#

Registered Organization

pc

http://purl.org/procurement/public-contracts#

Public Contracts

elod

http://linkedeconomy.org/ontology#

Linked Economy

Concept correspondence between CFM and LOE models is divided in two main parts: (a) economic
Agents and (b) Flows of economic activity (Table 3). First, Table 2 presents the namespaces that are used
in LOE approach.
Table 3: concept correspondence between CFM and LOE models

CFM model

Linked Open Economy
(LOE)

Agents (economic)

foaf:Agent

Consumer households

foaf:person
elod:seller

Business firms

foaf:Organization
org:Organization
gr:BusinessEntity
rov:RegisteredOrganization
elod:seller
elod:beneficiary
elod:buyer

29/07/2016

Comment
An economic Agent is limited to an actor in the
economic domain.
Open data provide economic information only
for a single person (e.g. seller) and not for
households.
Open data involve mainly Business firms as
sellers (public contracts) or beneficiaries
(subsidies) of the Government.
A Business firm can also be a buyer but B2B
transaction data are not publicly available.
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foaf:Organization
org:Organization
gr:BusinessEntity
rov:RegisteredOrganization
elod:buyer
elod:seller
elod:benefactor
elod:beneficiary
elod:GroupNationalAgent
elod:countryIsoCode

Government

Rest of the world
Flows of economic activity
Financial
Real (good, service or factor)
Government Purchases of
goods & services

Government transfers –
local grants
Government transfers
international aid

Imports - Exports

–

elod:Amount
gr:UnitPriceSpecification
elod:TradeActivity
elod:SpendingItem
elod:Decision
elod:ExpenseApprovalItem
elod:CommittedItem
elod:SpendingItem
pc:Contract
elod:Subsidy
elod:Subproject
elod:AidActivity

elod:TradeActivity

Markets (Goods and Services,
Factors or Resources)

Prices

gr:Offering
gr:Location
gr:BusinessEntity
gr:TypeAndQuantityNode
gr:UnitPriceSpecification

0218F01_Data Model v2.0

A Government acts in principle as buyer of
services and products from Business firms or in
rare cases from other Governments.

Open trade data are only describing the
cumulative value of bilateral trade.

Direct or indirect money flows.
Goods and services are delivered in foreign
trade and public procurement.

It is part of a more general process that involves
public budgeting, procurement and spending.

Business firms (or Government) can benefit
from Subsidies provided by the Government.
If it is provided to foreign countries is
considered to be international aid.
Available data describe cumulative financial
flows in bilateral trade.
The concept of Markets (Goods and Services,
Factors or Resources and Financial) is included
in the LOE model mainly through open data for
prices for specific products (e.g. basic goods
and fuel) since there is not other source of
publicly available data.

3.5.3.1 Agents
FOAF Vocabulary defines Agent in a very broad scope as an acting thing, an actor (“…things that do
stuff”). Person, Organization and Group are its sub-classes (Brickley & Miller, 2010).
In Economics, an economic Agent is limited to an actor (a decision maker) in the economic domain. For
example, buyers and sellers are agent types in partial equilibrium models.
In CFM, economic Agents are divided in Consumer households, Business firms, Government and the
Rest of the world.
Consumer households in LOE are modelled with foaf:Person since open data include economic
information for a single person as economic agent (e.g. seller of services or products to a public
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organization14 or employee of a public organization15). In addition, publicly available data are far away
from providing information for a household as it is defined in Official Statistics (UK Office of National
Statistics, 2015). See for example the following definition:
“A household is one person living alone, or a group of people (not necessarily related) living at the same
address who share cooking facilities and share a living room, sitting room or dining area. A household
can consist of more than one family, or no families in the case of a group of unrelated people. “
Business firms and Government are both modelled as organisations and business entities by using four
widely
used
ontologies
(foaf:Organization,
gr:BusinessEntity,
org:Organization,
and
rov:RegisteredOrganization). In particularly, available open data involve a Business firm as a seller
(elod:seller) of services or products to the Government. Also, a Business firm (or a Government) can
benefit from Subsidies (elod:Subsidy) provided by the Government (elod:beneficiary) and, if provided
to foreign countries is considered to be international aid (elod:AidActivity). A Government acts mainly
as buyer (elod:buyer) of services and products from Business firms or in rare cases from other
Governments or Government units. A Business firm can also be a buyer of goods and services but B2B
transaction data are not publicly available.
Publicly available international trade data are only describing the cumulative value of bilateral trade.
There is no further information on the specific Business firms that import and export data. Thus, we
have modelled the group of Business firms in a country that exports or imports goods and services
(elod:GroupNationalAgent with a specific elod:countryIsoCode) in order to capture the Rest of the
world, Imports and Exports in the CFM.
3.5.3.1.1 Flows of economic activity
Financial flows are direct or indirect money flows between economic Agents. In the LOE model the
elod:Amount class was introduced as a more general alternative to the gr:UnitPriceSpecification class,
which is primarily used for prices (of offerings).
Real flows (good, service or factor) are transfers of good and services between economic Agents that
are delivered in foreign trade (elod:TradeActivity) and public procurement (are described in pc:Contract
and paid with elod:SpendingItem).
The Government Purchases of goods & services Government transfers (local grants and international
aid) in the CFM have been described in the process level by Figure 4: process diagram for public
contracts and spending.

14 E.g. Payments from Greek organisations http://publicspending.net/greece/tabgreece-

el.php?uri=http://publicspending.net/resource/paymentAgents/054160178
15 E.g. Current Employee Names, Salaries, and Position Titles in city of Chicago https://data.cityofchicago.org/Administration-

Finance/Current-Employee-Names-Salaries-and-Position-Title/xzkq-xp2w
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Let us further elaborate the analysis on this issue since a significant part of economic open data are
related to the public finance domain. In particular, Public Budgeting and Procurement (as fields of public
administration discipline) studies the different approaches, functions, values and steps of the budgetary
process followed by governments around the world.
The following steps (or items in data modeling) reflect available open data of the budgetary and public
procurement process followed by the Greek central and local governments and can be adjusted or
extended for other public administrations in a straightforward way.
Description of expense items:
1) BUDGET ITEM (elod:BudgetItem): The parts of a Budget. Allocation of funds (revenue or
expense) for specific purposes based on an accounting system and according to a time plan
(usually for a year).
2) COMMITTED ITEM (elod:CommittedItem): A firm, written obligation from a public organization
(buyer) to provide a specified amount of funds, related to a specific Budget Item, under
particular terms and conditions and for specific purposes. The recipient (beneficiary or seller)
may be defined at this or a later stage. Commitments can be issued before or after the
procurement process. In the case of public budgeting for the Greek Central Government,
commitments are issued before the procurement process.
3) EXPENSE APPROVAL ITEM (elod:ExpenseApprovalItem): In some cases, further approvals are
needed in order to proceed with payments. These approvals are bureaucratic administrative
decisions (elod:Decision) issued after the delivery of a contract and before a payment. (see also
IATI Transaction Type http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/TransactionType/).
4) SPENDING ITEM (elod:SpendingItem): This is the final stage of an Expense Budget Item. Part or
total of the expense approval items proceed to payment from buyer to seller.
Description of revenue items:
1) BUDGET ITEM (elod:BudgetItem): The parts of a Budget. Allocation of funds (revenue or
expense) for specific purposes based on an accounting system and according to a time plan
(usually for a year).
2) REVENUE RECOGNIZED ITEM (elod:RevenueRecognizedItem): Revenues that have been
recognized by the public organization and are qualified for collection (e.g. a fine or a tax).
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3) COLLECTED ITEM (elod:CollectedItem): This is the final stage of a Revenue Budget Item. Part or
total of the revenue budget items are collected by the public organization from third party (e.g.
taxpayers and central government).
The concept of Markets (Goods and Services, Factors or Resources and Financial) is included in the LOE
model mainly through open data for prices since there is no other source of publicly available data.
All LOE model specifications can be found in eLOD model mastersheet (SheetView), a mapping
spreadsheet that documents the syntax of the proposed model and the mapping of the syntax to other
vocabularies and related data sources that have been applied. This online document is often updated
with new model elements and descriptions.
3.5.3.2 LOE model in UML
The UML diagram depicts the main concepts and their relationships, including the classes, the
connections among those classes and the datatype properties which correspond to those classes. Both
the object and the datatype properties are labeled as mandatory, recommended or optional. Figure 5
offers a compact (for readability purposes) version of a complex and growing UML graph that depicts
the LOE implementation in YDS (extended version of the graph can be retrieved through GitHub
https://github.com/YourDataStories/ontology/tree/master/Overall%20model).

Figure 5: a compact UML graph of the main interconnected concepts in LOE implementation for the YDS project

3.5.4 Alignment with existing ontologies and vocabularies
LOE model and the associated Linked Economy ontology (eLOD) are extensively reusing concepts and
specifications from existing vocabularies. In cases where current models do not cover or new domains
should be described, new concepts have been defined.
29/07/2016
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First, LOE is fully compatible with Core Vocabularies that are developed by the European Union as
“…simplified, re-usable and extensible data models that capture the fundamental characteristics of a
data entity in a context-neutral fashion. … supported by the EU Member States provides a concrete
starting point for promoting semantic interoperability among European public administrations.”
(European Commission, 2015).
For a data model to conform to the Core Vocabularies, a mapping to the conceptual model of the Core
Vocabularies must be published as a Core Vocabulary self-conformance statement.
This mapping should follow two basic rules: Each data element in the data model (1) shall have an
identifier, a label, and a definition and (2) must have a mapping to the Core Vocabularies that contains
the following information: Core Vocabulary identifier, mapping relation (one of “Exact match”, “Close
match”, “Broad match”, “Narrow match”, “Related match”, “No match”), Identifier, identifier of the
element of the information exchange specification, Core Vocabulary Version: and a mapping comment.
The Core Vocabulary self-conformance statement for LOE is described as mapping spreadsheet which
documents the LOE syntax and the mapping of this syntax to the Core Vocabularies Figure 6)16. Linked
data examples can be found in Appendix 5.2 RDF example for Core Vocabularies conformance.

Figure 6: the Core Vocabulary self-conformance statement can be found as spreadsheet which documents the LOE
syntax and the mapping of this syntax to the Core Vocabularies

LOE is also based on a long series of established ontologies and vocabularies.
FOAF is used to describe the agents who are responsible for specific actions, as defined in LOE. The two
special categories of agents used are “Persons” and “Organizations”.
GoodRelations ontology describes the “Business Entities” which are involved in a commercial activity
(their legal names and their Vat Ids), the type of their services, and the financial details of the contract

16 https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xMiTAk7mXhGPnSU4-qspiYaN15ur4v3J0lU8qYODtzk/edit#gid=822026300
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or of the payment (i.e. the price, whether tax is included in the price and the expressed currency of the
price).
Public Contracts ontology is used to define the following types of information:







the public contracts during all stages of their existence,
the procedures specifying how the details of a contract is published and how a supplier is
chosen,
the main object of the contract (i.e. works, supplies or services),
the price of the contract, depending on the phase (before or after the offer),
the award criteria that define the conditions under which the best offer will be selected and
awarded along with their weights, and
the main and supplementary products or services purchased by the contract (determined by the
CPV codes).

The Organization ontology (Reynolds, 2014) is used to define the organizations and their organizational
units.
The Registered Organization vocabulary (European Union, 2012) is a profile of the “Organization”
ontology which aims in describing the entities which have obtained the status of a legal entity through
a formal registration process, usually at the national or regional registry. It includes a minimum number
of classes and properties that are designed to depict the typical information recorded by business
registries and thus, facilitating the exchange of information between them, despite having considerable
variation between the recorded and the published data. In our economic context this vocabulary is used
in order to describe the business entities and their properties, including their type, status and activity.
Dublin Core (Weibel, 1997) and Dublin Core Terms is used in order to define the entities which are
responsible for placing a contract, the object of the contract and the date of its formal issue.
SKOS, which is the acronym of “Simple Knowledge Organization System”, is used to define the numerous
controlled vocabularies defined in this context.
The specification of vCard ontology is used in order to set the location information of the agents or
products.
Additionally, the general notions specified by the Open Contracting Data Standard (OCDS) schema were
considered when the LOE model was designed. During this step, a uniform approach was adopted in
order to propose a model-driven rather than a dataset driven solution. As a result, the existing LOE data
can be easily published according that schema specification. Examples of the main entities of OCDS
which can be found in the LOE ontology and are related to the contracts are the following: the buyer,
the tender, the item, the award criteria, and contract related information. Examples other entities are:
the organizations, the amounts, the time periods, and the supportive documents.
3.5.5 Business rules
In this step, a more thorough analysis of potential constraints and derivations concerning some aspects
of the conceptual data model takes place. In particularly, are further examined integrity constraints on
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the information model, inferences and mathematical calculations, conditional business rules and cooccurrence constraints and sets of allowed values for coded data elements. Cardinalities, data formats
and other assertions in LOE are included in the eLOD model mastersheet (SheetView)17.
3.5.6 Building a new syntax
The followed process to initiate a new syntax binding based on existing efforts is defined as:


Representation format. Linked Data (RDF) and SPARQL have been chosen to represent a series
of complex relations in the economic domain.



Re-use existing standard syntax and mappings where available. As it was described in the
previous sections, existing standard syntaxes and mappings that fulfil some of the information
requirements have been used (e.g. foaf:Agent).



Mint new terms where needed. In cases where information requirements cannot be bound to
existing syntaxes, we have introduced new terms (e.g. elod:Decision).

3.5.7 Syntax documentation and mapping
This final step, refers to the creation of various documentation outputs of the LOE syntax that allows
users to implement it and further expand it.
The LOE syntax documentation takes the form of: (1) a detailed mapping spreadsheet (2) Linked Data
(RDF) with related SPARQL queries in GitHub (Figure 7) and (3) online hypertext (Figure 8).

17 https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xMiTAk7mXhGPnSU4-qspiYaN15ur4v3J0lU8qYODtzk/edit#gid=481927591
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Figure 7: the LOE syntax documentation is also provided as Linked Data (RDF) with related SPARQL queries in GitHub

All LOE model specifications can be found in the eLOD model mastersheet (SheetView), a mapping
spreadsheet that documents the syntax of the LOE model and its mapping to other vocabularies and
related data sources that have been applied.
The mapping spreadsheet contains the following information:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Concept name
Class or Property (data or object)
Description
Comments
Public Identifier (URI)
Cardinality
Data Sources
Real data
Data type
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Figure 8: the LOE syntax documentation is also provided as an online hypertext in the integrated YDS platform
http://platform.yourdatastories.eu/YDS-docs/DataModel/OverallModel
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4 Conclusions and Future steps
Efforts in exploiting economic open data are facing high costs in integrating heterogeneous data from
diverse sources. The LOE approach is adopted and expanded to align and interconnect publicly available
datasets under a compatible framework for public finance flows (e.g. public projects and international
aid) and economy-related activities in order to ease data exploitation for transparency and innovation.
In this version, the domain data model specifies under a common approach the flows incorporated in
public budgeting and procurement and can be connected to the market process.
The overall approach is designed to be bottom-up. First, the domain context is defined and then users
contribute their requirements (D2.4 User Requirements v2.0) to information modelling. Second, the
model is aligned with existing ontologies and vocabularies and relevant business rules are applied.
Finally, the new syntax is documented by a mapping spreadsheet, UML syntax, Linked Data and online
hypertext.
The proposed model is designed to be flexible and easy to adopt in different technological and business
contexts.
Next steps involve the inclusion of new sources from the same (e.g. public spending) and new categories
(e.g. prices). Also, the model will support data from the remixing of structured datasets along with social
media content, ranging from comments to photos taken by mobile devices.
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5 Appendices
5.1 Pilot scenarios and data sources
Evaluating cost18 and efficiency of public procurement, construction works19 and international
development aid are complicated, and still open issues in the research and policy domain. In this
context, there is a series of studies, policy papers, conferences and initiatives 20 that address related
challenges. Similarly, cross-Europe financial comparability is a highly technical issue and is based on
aggregated variables compliant to a set of evolving European standards21. On the aforementioned
issues, YDS contributes a set of relevant unstructured, disaggregated and disruptive open data sources
under a unified framework as linked data.
YDS is not a scientific study on public finance and cost theories or procurement practice. YDS is not
searching for a new model on public and international economics or a direct one-to-one comparison of
construction costs across Europe.
YDS will provide an initial toolkit to journalists, auditors, application developers and citizens in order to
facilitate the incorporation and alignment of new, possibly unofficial and unstructured, sources of
economic data with established practices.
The following sections present the modelling of current data sources in relation to Pilot scenarios.
5.1.1 Follow Public Money (Pilot 1)
The first pilot will advance fiscal transparency and participation through the intelligent and personalized
re-purposing from citizens and businesses of large volumes of publicly available economic data.
Often, information about public projects resides in not connected systems owned by different ministries
and public agencies. In the case of Greece, this information can be mainly found in the form of open
data in two systems: (1) NSRF portal (anaptyxi.gov.gr is based on MIS Ergorama - ΕΡΓΟΡΑΜΑ in Greek-)
and (2) Greek Transparency Portal (Diavgeia).
In particular, the NSRF portal presents project-based information such as the title, budget, completion
rate, related subprojects and the involved public and private organisations of a specific project.
The Transparency Portal (called “Diavgeia” in Greek) has been designed to be organisation-based in the
sense that every public organisation has to publish all its administrative decisions (20 million decisions
have been published until June 2016 from almost 3.700 public authorities). Thus, data and metadata

18 E.g. Cost Underestimation in Public Works Projects: Error or Lie?

http://eureka.sbs.ox.ac.uk/4841/1/SSRN-id2278415.pdf and What Causes Cost Overrun in Transport Infrastructure
Projects? http://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1304/1304.4476.pdf
19 E.g. Ex ante construction costs in the European road sector: a comparison of public-private partnerships and

traditional public procurement www.econstor.eu/bitstream/10419/45293/1/656632682.pdf
20 E.g. http://www.constructiontransparency.org/home
21See for instance European system of national and regional accounts - ESA 2010

http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/European_system_of_national_and_regional_accounts__ESA_2010
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are basically organised in decision types fitted to the full set of public organisations and their procedures
within the Greek public administration.
Despite the fact that any administrative decision related to NSRF projects must be uploaded and
distributed through the Diavgeia website, practically, this cannot be validated in project base because
there is not a unique identifier (e.g. MIS project code) to interconnect NSRF data to Diavgeia decisions.
Thus, in the context of Pilot 1, data for public projects and their associated administrative decisions are
interconnected creating an integrated corpus of linked open project-based (or programme-based)
budgeting (Kraan, 2008) and spending data. This dataset is also augmented with geographical
information of the project area and will make possible new ways of evaluating the transparency and
efficiency of public projects in Greece.
5.1.1.1 Sources
NSRF project harvester is retrieving all the available information for a selected set of projects that are
financed by the NSRF (National Strategic Reference Framework) 2007–2013 (ESPA in Greek). The
information is taken from the official NSRF monitoring portal for Greece, (anaptyxi.gov.gr) which is
maintained by the Greek Ministry for Development and Competitiveness and includes data related to
the budget, the total payments and completion and the payees of the projects. Initially, a set of 20
interesting public projects have been manually selected and in the second phase we are working on
retrieving the full dataset (more than 11.000 projects).
Beginning October 1st, 2010, all Greek government institutions are obliged to upload their acts and
decisions to the Web with special attention to issues of national security and sensitive personal data.
Each document is digitally signed and assigned a unique Internet Uploading Number (IUN) certifying
that the decision has been uploaded to the “Transparency Portal” (called “Diavgeia” in Greek). Following
MAREG’s latest legislative initiative (Law 4210/2013), administrative acts and decisions are not valid
unless published online. Since October 2010, more than 20 million decisions have been published on
the Transparency Portal from almost 3.700 public authorities. The current upload rate approaches
20.000 decisions per working day. Each decision has a detailed Web view accessed through a permanent
and well-structured URL policy (https://diavgeia.gov.gr/decision/view/{UniqueDecisionIdentifier}) and
contains the relevant metadata descriptions and values together with the original signed document.
The second part of the validation scenario is related to provide and analyse open data related to energy
finances in the Greek local government. In this agenda, we examine budget execution in the City of
Athens with respect to energy-related spending and market fuel prices.

5.1.1.2 NSRF Modelling Approach
Our data model analysis consists of ten unique concepts. The key concepts among them are the Subsidy
which is a Public Project consisting of its Subprojects. The classes which represent those concepts are:
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elod:Subsidy
elod:Subproject
elod:BudgetItem
elod:SpendingItem
elod:ExpenditureLine
gr:UnitPriceSpecification
foaf:Organization, org:Organization, gr:BusinessEntity, rov:RegisteredOrganization
elodGeo:Municipality
elodGeo:PostalCodeArea
skos:Concept[elod:Currency, elod:Country, elod:Sector]

A Subsidy (elod:Subsidy) is implemented by one or more entities called beneficiaries (org:Organization).
If the beneficiary is a public body either projects implemented by contractors or by beneficiary itself.
The property which is used in order to link a project with the related beneficiary is elod:beneficiary.
A Subproject (elod:Subproject) is a part of a Public Project (elod:Subsidy) that corresponds to the
implementation of a distinct part of the total physical object which is assigned to Sellers
(org:Organization). The interconnection of a Subproject and the related Seller is made by elod:seller
object property.
The total BudegtItem of a Project or a Subproject is given by the elod:BudgetItem which is a financial
operation of proposed expenditure for a given period, and the actual Spending of those projects is given
by the class elod:SpendingItem that involve spending actions for those projects which are defined via
an expenditure line (elod:ExpenditureLine).
The gr:UnitPriceSpecification class provides the actual amounts of money which are specified in the
budget and spending items.
The UML diagram (Figure 9) showing the overall NSRF model, including the ten classes, the relationships
between those classes and the datatype properties which corresponds to those classes. Both the object
and the datatype properties are labeled as mandatory, recommended or optional.
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Figure 9: the NSRF modeling approach in UML

5.1.1.3 Diavgeia Modelling Approach
Our data model analysis consists of twelve unique concepts and the key concepts among them are the
Administrative Decisions (financial and non-financial) and the Organizations which are involved to those
decisions either as Buyers or as Sellers. The classes which represent those concepts are:













elod:Decision
elod:ExpenseApprovalItem
elod:CommittedItem
elod:SpendingItem
pc:Contract
elod:ExpenditureLine
gr:UnitPriceSpecification
foaf:Organization, org:Organization, gr:BusinessEntity, rov:RegisteredOrganization
vcard:Address
org:OrganizationalUnit
elod:Attachment
skos:Concept[elod:Currency, elod:Country, elod:CPV]
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In Greek Transparency Portal there are a lot of interconnected entities, taking part in all aspects of
economic activity in Greece and covering all stages of public sector cash flow, from budgeting
(elod:CommittedItem, elod:ExpenseApprovalItem) to contract formation(pc:Contract) and finally, to
actual spending (elod:SpendingItem) and also including non-financial deicisions (elod:Decision).
Every Financial Decision is connected to its related seller (org:Organization) via an expenditure line
(elod:ExpenditureLine) and the interconnection among those two entities is provided by the property
elod:seller, except for Contracts (pc:Contract) where the connection to Sellers is direct.
Connection to buyers
Every Financial Decision is connected to its related publisher (org:OrganizatioanlUnit) which issues it via
the property dct:publisher. The publishers are Organizational Units which belong to Organizations
(org:Organization). This relationship is expressed using the org:hasUnit/org:unitOf properties. As the
buyer (elod:buyer property) of a decision is regarded the Orgnanization to which the Unit belongs. It is
common for a Unit to alter its parent organization, therefore the most appropriate way to discover the
buyer is implicitly via the Unit.
The gr:UnitPriceSpecification class provides the actual amounts of money which are specified in the
Financial
Decisions (elod:SpendingItem,
elod:ExpenseApprovalItem,
elod:CommittedItem,
pc:Contract). The connection among gr:UnitPriceSpecification and Financial Decisions is different for
each case and it depends on the phase of economic cycle that is defined.
The UML diagram (Figure 10) shows the overall Diavgeia model, including the classes, the relationships
between those classes and the datatype properties which corresponds to those classes. Both the object
and the datatype properties are labeled as mandatory, recommended or optional.
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Figure 10: Diavgeia data model in UML

5.1.1.4 NSRF and Diavgeia Supporting taxonomies
The following code lists were identified as relevant for the domain of NSRF Projects:




ISO 3166-1 Country codes
ISO 4217 Currency Codes
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development’s (OECD) Common Reporting
Standard (CRS; an information standard for automatic exchange of information, developed in
the context of the OECD)

All code lists are modelled as skos:ConceptScheme’s and their respective codes as skos:Concepts.
The following code lists were identified as relevant for the domain of Greek Transparency Portal:




ISO 3166-1 Country codes
ISO 4217 Currency Codes
Common Procurement Vocabulary
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All code lists are modelled as skos:ConceptScheme’s and their respective codes as skos:Concepts.
5.1.1.5 Budgets Modelling Approach
City of Athens, the capital of Greece offers detailed budget execution as open data on a real time basis22.
Our data model analysis consists of ten unique concepts. Τhe key concepts among them are the
elod:KAE which is a basic class for describing chart of accounts, elod:BudgetItem(describing both
expense and revenue items), elod:CommittedItem, elod:ExpenseApprovalItem and elod:SpendingItem
for description of expense items and finally, elod:RevenueRecognizedItem and elod:CollectedItem for
description of revenue items. The classes which represent those concepts in detail are:
1. elod:SpendingItem
2. elod:BudgetItem
3. elod:CommittedItem
4. elod:ExpenseApprovalItem
5. elod:RevenueRecognizedItem
6. elod:CollectedItem
7. elod:ExpenditureLine
8. gr:UnitPriceSpecification
9. foaf:Organization, org:Organization, gr:BusinessEntity, rov:RegisteredOrganization
10. skos:Concept[elod:KAE]

22 https://www.cityofathens.gr/khe/proypologismos
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Figure 11: Local Government Budget data model in UML

Chart of accounts (Revenue/Expense Code Number) are numeric codes corresponding to public
organization funding, and used in the public budget of municipalities. Each chart of account (elod:KAE)
consists of four digits. The first digit indicates the revenue/expense category, the second digit indicates
the revenue /expense group, the third digit indicates the type of income/expense and the fourth digit
indicates the detailed type of income/expense.
Each item in data modelling which reflect available open data of the budgetary process followed by the
Greek municipalities is linked with a chart of account (elod:KAE) via the property elod:hasKae and also
is linked with the URI of each municipality where it belongs to, via the properties elod:buyer (if it’s an
expense chart of account) and elod:seller (if it’s a revenue chart of account).
More specifically those items are: budget item (elod:BudgetItem) which is allocation of funds (revenue
or expense) for specific purposes based on an accounting system and according to a time plan (usually
for a year). Committed item (elod:CommittedItem) which is a firm, written obligation from a public
organization (buyer) to provide a specified amount of funds, related to a specific Budget Item, under
particular terms and conditions and for specific purposes. Expense approval item
(elod:ExpenseApprovalItem) where further approvals are needed in order to proceed with payments.
These approvals are bureaucratic administrative decisions issued after the delivery of a contract and
before a payment. Spending item (elod:SpendingItem) which is the final stage of an expense budget
item where part or total of expense approval items proceed to payment from buyer to seller. Revenue
recognized item (elod:RevenueRecognizedItem) which indicates Revenues that have been recognized
by the public organization and are qualified for collection and finally collected item (elod:CollectedItem)
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which is the final stage of a revenue budget item and part or total of revenue budget items are collected
by the public organization from third party (e.g. taxpayers and central government).
The gr:UnitPriceSpecification class provides the actual amounts of money which are specified in the
chart of accounts. The connection among gr:UnitPriceSpecification and modelling items
(elod:BudgetItem,
elod:SpendingItem,
elod:ExpenseApprovalItem,
elod:CommittedItem,
elod:CollectedItem, elod:RevenueRecognizedItem) is different for each case and it depends on the
phase of economic cycle that is defined.
The UML diagram (Figure 11) showing the overall model of budget of Greek municipalities, including
the ten classes, the relationships between those classes and the datatype properties which corresponds
to those classes. Both the object and the datatype properties are labeled as mandatory, recommended
or optional.
5.1.1.6 Budgeting supporting taxonomies
The following code lists were identified as relevant for the domain of Prices:
• ISO 4217 Currency Codes
• Chart of accounts(KAE)
All code lists are modelled as skos:ConceptScheme’s and their respective codes as skos:Concepts.
5.1.1.7 Prices Modelling Approach
The Greek Ministry of Development, Competitiveness & Shipping collects and publishes a rich set of
prices for basic goods (http://e-prices.gr/) and fuels (http://www.fuelprices.gr/) from representative
retail stores and all gas stations across Greece, respectively.
Our data model analysis with respect to Prices consists of eleven unique concepts and the key concepts
among them are the Offering which sells the product, the company which makes the offer, the location
where the product is available, and the actual product.
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Figure 12: Price data model in UML

The classes which represent those concepts are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

gr:Offering
gr:Location
gr:BusinessEntity
gr:TypeAndQuantityNode
gr:SomeItems
gr:Brand
gr:UnitPriceSpecification
vcard:Address
elod:ProductCategory
elodGeo:Municipality
skos:Concept[elod:Currency, elod:CPV]
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An offering(gr:Offering) represents the public announcement by a company (gr:BusinessEntity) to
provide a specific product instance of gr:SomeItems class.
The company makes the offer through the property gr:offers and this offer includes a product instance
which is connected to the related offering through gr:includes property.
The price asked for a given gr:Offering by the respective gr:BusinessEntity is specified by the class
gr:UnitPriceSpecification and the property gr:hasPriceSpecification is needed in order to link the
offering with its gr:UnitPriceSpecification. The place(gr:Location) where the product is available is linked
with the offer through the property gr:availableAtOrFrom.
The UML diagram (Figure 12) showing the overall Price model, including the classes, the relationships
between those classes and the datatype properties which corresponds to those classes. Both the object
and the datatype properties are labeled as mandatory, recommended or optional.
5.1.1.8 Prices supporting taxonomies
The following code lists were identified as relevant for the domain of Prices:
• ISO 4217 Currency Codes
• Common Procurement Vocabulary
All code lists are modelled as skos:ConceptScheme’s and their respective codes as skos:Concepts.

5.1.2 Tracking Development Aid in the Netherlands (Pilot 2)
The Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs is supporting many development projects across a broad range of
countries, but has recently announced that it will cut Dutch Official Development Assistance (ODA) by
50% from 2015. The ministry also decided that at the same time it would be keen to support new
projects that provide a RΟΙ for the Dutch economy and work with particularly innovative methods.
Accordingly, Dutch as well as local development NGOs are protesting. They argue that crucial
humanitarian projects will come to a premature end, thus invalidating experiences and efforts built up
over long time periods. This debate has attracted the attention of a team of Dutch journalists. They
want to find answers to the following questions:







How much money have the Netherlands spent on development projects over the last decade?
Which organizations were the beneficiaries of the money? How, if at all, did they redistribute it
to sub-grantees? Into which specific projects was the money invested?
How successful were the projects to date? What are the lessons learned?
What was the effect of Dutch development spending on the domestic Dutch economy?
Was the value created commensurate with the spending?
Can the Netherlands afford the current and new levels of ODA?
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Tracking every single flow channel and understanding the overall impact on the Dutch economy is
anything but trivial, which is our initial efforts focused on a subset of the data, as well as a subset of the
questions we need to answer.
Having learned from our Pilot 2 discussions that EJC is on its way to establish a news agency in
Zimbabwe, we agreed to focus our early data analysis efforts on this South-African country, and try to
extract as much information as possible from its economic relations with the Netherlands. In the
envisioned data journalism scenario, we assume the user would like to query YDS data for information
related to the Netherlands' ODA and International Trade relations with Zimbabwe. More specifically, we
have identified a number of questions, based on the more general ones, that would drive a potential
analysis:








How much did the NL spend on ODA related to Zimbabwe, e.g. in the time frame 2008-2012?
What sectors was this money spent on (e.g., human rights, infrastructure, health, etc.) and in
which relation (e.g., was there a focus on health, or did all sectors get the same?)?
Who actually received the money (e.g., the Zimbabwean government, local NGOs, Dutch NGOs,
international organizations)?
What kind of specific actions were implemented?
How did NL's trade relations with Zimbabwe develop during the same time frame?
How did Zimbabwe's economy develop during the same time frame?
Can we compare NL ODA and trade relations of Zimbabwe with another country, e.g. Denmark,
Sweden, or the United Nations?

The objective would be to learn who exactly benefited from the Dutch interventions in Zimbabwe so
the journalist could further:







Look for any correlations and causations between the NL ODA and the country's development;
Investigate the success (or lack thereof) of individual actions (this would be outside the data
realm and would essentially mean calling the beneficiary organizations as well as the NL
government and ask for progress reports etc.);
Look for any conspicuous things and investigate them further (again, likely outside the data
realm);
Visualize findings as appropriate (charts, maps etc.);
If possible, draw comparisons with other countries or the United Nations.

Regardless of the data source, the modelling approach needs to be sound and complete so as to both
support the above scenarios and remain in line with the existing data model to provide the necessary
semantic and syntactic interoperability to extend the analyses beyond the above to other economic
domains (e.g. for cross-pilot comparisons).
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5.1.2.1 Official Development Assistance
Official development assistance is a term coined by the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) to measure aid. It is widely used
as an indicator of international aid flow.
5.1.2.2 Source
The International Aid Transparency Initiative23 (IATI) is a voluntary, multi-stakeholder initiative that
seeks to improve the transparency of aid, development, and humanitarian resources in order to increase
their effectiveness in tackling poverty. At the center of IATI is the IATI Standard24, a format and
framework for publishing data on development cooperation activities, intended to be used by all
organizations in development, including government donors, private sector organizations, and national
and international NGOs. It was designed in close consultation with key users of development
cooperation data in developing countries, to ensure its relevance and utility for a variety of different
data users.Organizations implement IATI by publishing their aid information in IATI’s agreed electronic
format (XML) – usually on their website – before linking it to the IATI Registry. The Registry acts as an
online catalogue and index of links to all of the raw data published to the IATI Standard. A sample
response from the API showing a single Dutch ODA supported activity is given in the GitHub repository25.
5.1.2.3 Modelling approach
In our data analysis we identified eight unique concepts, the key concept being that of an ODA activity.
An ODA activity is also one of the four new concepts which were not covered by the existing model.
Therefore, new classes were introduced to represent such concepts. Those classes are:





elod:AidActivity
elod:DisbursedItem
elod:Transaction
elod:Amount

A single ODA activity (elod:AidActivity) will have a benefactor (i.e. the agent providing the aid funds)
and a beneficiary (the agent receiving the funds). Although such activities are often seen as interactions
between two countries, the actual agents taking part are essentially organizations (such as the Dutch
Ministry of Foreign Affairs), and are modeled as such. The links to the respective countries are provided
via the elod:countryIsoCode property.
The total committed amount by a benefactor is given via the elod:CommittedItem class, and the actual
total disbursement via the newly introduced elod:DisbursedItem class. The two classes are essential for
describing the financial aspects of an aid activity, but, when available, more detailed money flows can
23 http://www.aidtransparency.net
24 http://iatistandard.org
25 https://github.com/YourDataStories/ontology/blob/master/ODA/Input%20Data%20Example.md
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be also be integrated as instances of the elod:Transaction class. Overall commitments and
disbursements are merely the totals of all transactions with the corresponding transaction type codes.
All three rely on the elod:Amount class to provide the actual amounts of funds involved. The
elod:Amount class was introduced as a more general alternative to the gr:UnitPriceSpecification class,
which is primarily used for prices (of offerings).
The UML diagram showing the overall ODA model, including the eight classes, the relationships between
those classes, as well as the corresponding datatype properties is given in (Figure 13). Both the object
and the datatype properties are labeled as mandatory, recommended or optional.

Figure 13: Official Development Assistance data model

5.1.2.4 Supporting taxonomies
Driven by the “things, not strings” Linked Open Data mantra, we made a firm decision to provide
detailed metadata regarding all codes appearing in our data sources so as to provide the actual data
with more context. We identified a total of nine relevant code lists relevant for our domain:
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Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development’s (OECD) Common Reporting
Standard (CRS; an information standard for automatic exchange of information, developed in
the context of the OECD)26ISO 3166-1 Country codes27IATI code lists
o Organization types28 Aid types29 Transaction types30 Collaboration types31 Flow types32
Finance types33 Activity status types34

This approach gives us much more flexibility and control over our data, in addition to enrichment
capabilities (e.g. linking country codes to relevant DBpedia descriptions). All code lists are modelled as
skos:ConceptScheme’s and their respective codes as skos:Concepts.
Any code can have a notation (skos:notation), a preferred and an alternative label (skos:prefLabel and
skos:altLabel), and a definition (skos:definition). Additionally, the structural aspects of hierarchical code
lists can be provided via broader/narrower (skos:broader and skos:narrower) relationships between
concepts. This is also reflected in Figure 13 and Figure 14.

5.1.3 International Trade (Pilot 2)
Trade involves the transfer of the ownership of goods or services from one person or entity to another
in exchange for other goods or services or for money. International trade is the exchange of capital,
goods, and services across international borders or territories, which could involve the activities of the
government, private entities and individuals.
5.1.3.1 Source
For international trade data, we decided to rely on the Atlas of Economic Complexity hosted by the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology35. The Atlas is a powerful interactive tool that enables users to
visualize a country’s total trade, track how these dynamics change over time and explore growth
opportunities for more than a hundred countries worldwide. The Atlas is used by investors,
entrepreneurs, policymakers, students and the general public to better understand the competitive
landscape of countries around the globe. For any given country, The Atlas shows which products are
produced and exported; it can then use this information to suggest products a country could begin
manufacturing in order to fuel economic growth. As a dynamic resource, it is continually evolving with
26http://www.oecd.org/ctp/exchange-of-tax-information/automatic-exchange-of-financial-account-information.htm
27http://www.iso.org/iso/country_codes
28http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/OrganisationType
29http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/AidType
30http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/TransactionType
31http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/CollaborationType
32http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/FlowType
33http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/FinanceType
34http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/ActivityStatus
35http://atlas.media.mit.edu
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new data and features to help analyze economic growth and development. The structure of a sample
dataset is rather simple, as each entry involves only the origin and destination country, the code and
the label of the commodity being traded, the year and the trade value (an example is provided in the
GitHub repository36).
5.1.3.2 Modelling approach
The simple structure of the dataset reflects in the number of unique concepts and relationships
between those concepts. Still, two new classes are introduced to represent concepts which were not
present in the original model:



elod:TradeActivity
elod:GroupNationalAgent

A single year of trade in any given sector is given by an instance of the elod:TradeActivity class. As in the
case of ODA, even though the agents in international trade are often perceived as countries, the total
trade activity in a year is the aggregate of countless transactions between multiple agents that are tied
to a country. To represent this, we introduced the elod:GroupNationalAgent class, which is connected
to its respective country via the elod:countryIsoCode property. The funds involved are, again, given by
an instance of the elod:Amount class. The complete model is provided in the UML diagram in Figure 14.

Figure 14: International Trade data model in UML

36 https://github.com/YourDataStories/ontology/blob/master/Trade/Input%20data%20example.md
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5.1.3.3 Supporting taxonomies
As expected, the simpler model also relies on a smaller number of code lists. Moreover, we were able
to reuse two of the ODA concept schemes. The following code lists were identified as relevant for the
domain of international trade:




World Customs Organization’s (WCO) Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System
(HS; an internationally standardized system of names and numbers to classify traded products)37
ISO 3166-1 Country codes
IATI Organization types code list

As in the case of ODA, all code lists are modelled as skos:ConceptScheme’s and their respective codes
as skos:Concepts.
5.1.4 Cross-Europe Financial Comparability (Pilot 3)
5.1.4.1 Sources
The third pilot is focused on the comparability of financial data across EU member-states and on a global
scale. Financial data from the Greek ‘Follow Public Money’ pilot will be compared with budget and
spending data from EU Tenders and Financial Transparency System and non-European countries like
Australia.
5.1.4.2 TED Modelling Approach
Directorate-General for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs provides through the EU
data portal38 a CSV subset of public procurement notices as they appear in the Tenders Electronic Daily
(TED).
Our data model analysis consists of nine unique concepts. Τhe key concepts among them are
pc:Contract, which is a basic class for public contract description during all stages of its existence, and
pc:Tender, which is a basic class for describing a tender submitted by a bidder. The classes which
represent those concepts are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

pc:Contract
pc:Tender
pc:AwardCriteriaCombination
pc:CriterionWeighting
gr:UnitPriceSpecification
foaf:Organization, org:Organization, gr:BusinessEntity, rov:RegisteredOrganization
elod:VAT
vcard:Address
skos:Concept[elod:Currency, elod:Country, elod:CPV, elod:Sector]

37http://www.wcoomd.org/en/topics/nomenclature/instrument-and-tools/hs_convention.aspx
38

https://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/data/dataset/ted-csv
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An instance of the class pc:Contract is an abstract information entity about a public contract. It consists
of all currently known information about a contract, e.g. a contracting authority (foaf:Organization,
gr:BusinessEntity etc), services or supplies which shall be purchased, and contract conditions (e.g.,
important dates, expected price, etc.). It also informs about tenders received from particular bidders
and about an accepted tender.
A public contract (pc:Contract) usually has an estimated price specified before tenders are received. It
may be an exact estimated price or a range comprising minimal and maximal estimated price. In both
cases, the price is linked to the contract via the property pc:estimatedPrice. After a tender is awarded a
Contract, a price is agreed between the awarded supplier (pc:Tender) and the contracting authority
(foaf:Organization, gr:BusinessEntity etc). The property pc:agreedPrice indicates that price
(gr:UnitPriceSpecification) is assigned to the Contract.
The gr:UnitPriceSpecification class provides the actual amounts of money which are specified in each
stage of existence of a contract.
The property pc:kind specifies the basic focus of a contract and the property pc:procedureType specifies
the procedure which determines how information about a Contract is published and how a supplier is
chosen.
The criteria combination for tender evaluation are linked with a contract via the property
pc:awardCriteriaCombination and the property for setting a criterion for tender evaluation is
pc:awardCriterion.

Figure 15: TED data model in UML

The UML diagram (Figure 15) showing the overall TED model, including the nine classes, the
relationships between those classes and the datatype properties which corresponds to those classes.
Both the object and the datatype properties are labeled as mandatory, recommended or optional.
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5.1.4.3 Australia Spending Modelling Approach
The Australian government provides the data related to the payments of its contracts in open data
formats (e.g. CSV). The Historical Australian Government Contract Data repository is updated biannually.
Our data model analysis consists of ten unique concepts. The most important of them are the Spending
(payment) and the related Contract, the Offering (may be an Item or a Service) described in the contract,
and the Agents which are either seeking or providing that Offering.
The classes which represent those concepts are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

pc:Contract
gr:Offering
gr:TypeAndQuantityNode
gr:SomeItems
elod:SpendingItem
elod:ExpenditureLine
gr:UnitPriceSpecification
foaf:Organization, org:Organization, gr:BusinessEntity, rov:RegisteredOrganization
vcard2006:Address
foaf:Person
skos:Concept [elod:Currency, elod:Country, elod:UNSPSC]

A Contract (pc:Contract) is used in order to represent the Public Contracts that the Australian
government issues. A Contract is created because an Offering (gr:Offering) is requested by an Agent.
The property which is used in order to link them is the pc:item. The pc:TypeAndQuantityNode class
collates all the information about one or more Offerings and are related via the gr:includesObject
property. The specific details of an Offering are contained in the gr:SomeItems class via the property
gr:typeOfGood.
The Spending amount of a contract is modeled using the elod:SpendingItem class which is related to a
Contract via the elod:hasRelatedContract property. A elod:SpendingItem is related to one or more
expenditure lines (elod:ExpenditureLine) via the property elod:hasExpenditureLine. These expenditure
lines are providing the Agent who receives money, via the elod:seller property, and details on the
amount (using the gr:UnitPriceSpecification class).
A Contract is directly related to an amount (gr:UnitPriceSpecification) via the pc:actualPrice property in
order to represent the amount that is agreed between the buyer and the seller of the Offering.
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Figure 16: Australia spending data model in UML

The Agents (foaf:Organization, org:Organization, gr:BusinessEntity, rov:Registered Organization)
participate in two ways in the Contracts, either as buyers when seeking an Offering, via the elod:buyer
property, or as sellers when providing an Offering, via the elod:seller property. The Agents may have a
registered Address (vcard2006:Address) which can be found via the vcard2006:hasAddress property.
The UML diagram (Figure 16) provides the overall Australian model including all the classes, the
relationships among them and the datatype properties which correspond to those classes. Both the
object and the datatype properties are labeled as mandatory, recommended or optional.
5.1.4.4 Australia Spending Supporting Taxonomies
The following code lists were identified as relevant for the domain of Australia:
•
•
•
•

ISO 3166-1 Country codes
ISO 4217 Currency Codes
The procedure type of the Contract
The UNSPSC (United Nations Standard Product and Services Code) codes

All code lists are modelled as skos:ConceptScheme’s and their respective codes as skos:Concepts.
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5.1.4.5 EU FTS Spending Modelling Approach
The Financial Transparency System of the European Commission39 provides the beneficiaries of funds
awarded by the Commission every year in open data formats (e.g. CSV, XML). The EU-FTS data are
updated annually.
Our data model analysis consists of nine unique concepts. The most important of them are the Spending
(payment) and the related Contract, the Offering (may be an Item or a Service) described in the contract,
and the Agents which are either seeking or providing that Offering. The classes which represent those
concepts are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

pc:Contract
gr:Offering
gr:TypeAndQuantityNode
gr:SomeItems
elod:SpendingItem
elod:ExpenditureLine
gr:UnitPriceSpecification
foaf:Organization, org:Organization, gr:BusinessEntity, rov:RegisteredOrganization
vcard2006:Address
skos:Concept [elod:Currency, elod:Country, elod:UNSPSC] and skos:ConceptScheme
[elod:ActionTypeScheme, elod:BudgetLineScheme, elod:FundingTypeScheme]

A Contract (pc:Contract) is used in order to represent the Public Contracts that the European
Commission issues. A Contract is created because an Offering (gr:Offering) is requested by an Agent.
The property which is used in order to link them is the pc:item. The pc:TypeAndQuantityNode class
collates all the information about one or more Offerings and are related via the gr:includesObject
property. The specific details of an Offering are contained in the gr:SomeItems class via the property
gr:typeOfGood.

39

http://ec.europa.eu/budget/fts/index_en.htm
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Figure 17: EU FTS spending data model in UML

The Spending amount of a contract is modeled using the elod:SpendingItem class which is related to a
Contract via the elod:hasRelatedContract property. A elod:SpendingItem is related to one or more
expenditure lines (elod:ExpenditureLine) via the property elod:hasExpenditureLine. These expenditure
lines are providing the Agent who receives money, via the elod:seller property, and details on the
amount (using the gr:UnitPriceSpecification class).
A Contract is directly related to an amount (gr:UnitPriceSpecification) via the pc:actualPrice property in
order to represent the amount that is agreed between the buyer and the seller of the Offering.
The Agents (foaf:Organization, org:Organization, gr:BusinessEntity, rov:Registered Organization)
participate in two ways in the Contracts, either as buyers when seeking an Offering, via the elod:buyer
property, or as sellers when providing an Offering, via the elod:seller property. The Agents may have a
registered Address (vcard2006:Address) which can be found via the vcard2006:hasAddress property.
The UML diagram (Figure 17) provides the overall EU-FTS model including all the classes, the
relationships among them and the datatype properties which correspond to those classes. Both the
object and the datatype properties are labeled as mandatory, recommended or optional.
5.1.4.6 EU-FTS Spending Supporting Taxonomies
The following code lists were identified as relevant for the domain of Australia:
• ISO 3166-1 Country codes
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ISO 4217 Currency Codes
The Action Type of the contracts
The Budget Line of the contracts
The Funding Type of the contracts

All code lists are modelled as skos:ConceptScheme’s and their respective codes as skos:Concepts.

5.2 RDF example for Core Vocabularies conformance
The Core Vocabularies are being developed by European Commission’s Interoperability Solutions for
European Public Administrations (ISA) programme as simplified, generic, re-usable and extensible data
standards that model the characteristics of basic entities in a context-neutral and syntax-neutral fashion.
Core Vocabularies have been incorporated in LOE modelling as it is demonstrated in the following
examples.
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>.
@prefix dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/>.
@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>.
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>.
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>.
@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>.
@prefix adms: <http://www.w3.org/ns/adms#>.
@prefix gr: <http://purl.org/goodrelations/v1#>.
@prefix org: <http://www.w3.org/ns/org#>.
@prefix rov: <http://www.w3.org/ns/regorg#>.
@prefix cvmap: <http://data.europa.eu/cv/>.
gr:BusinessEntity rdfs:label ”Business Entity”@en;
rdfs:comment “This class represents the organization. It is one of the four classes used for their
modeling.”@en;
cvmap:mapping
[ a cvmap:Mapping; cvmap:coreVocURI <http://data.europa.eu/core-vocabularies/LegalEntity>;
cvmap:mappingRelation cvmap:hasExactMatch;
cvmap:mappingComment “All Organizations are legal entities.”@en] .
org:Organization rdfs:label ”Organization”@en;
rdfs:comment “This class represents the organization. It is one of the four classes used for their
modeling.”@en;
cvmap:mapping
[ a cvmap:Mapping; cvmap:coreVocURI <http://data.europa.eu/core-vocabularies/LegalEntity>;
cvmap:mappingRelation cvmap:hasExactMatch;
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cvmap:mappingComment “All Organizations are legal entities.”@en] .
foaf:Organization rdfs:label ”Organization”@en;
rdfs:comment “This class represents the organization. It is one of the four classes used for their
modeling.”@en;
cvmap:mapping
[ a cvmap:Mapping; cvmap:coreVocURI <http://data.europa.eu/core-vocabularies/LegalEntity>;
cvmap:mappingRelation cvmap:hasExactMatch;
cvmap:mappingComment “All Organizations are legal entities.”@en] .
rov:RegisteredOrganization rdfs:label ”Registered Organization”@en;
rdfs:comment “This class represents the organization. It is one of the four classes used for their
modeling.”@en;
cvmap:mapping
[ a cvmap:Mapping; cvmap:coreVocURI <http://data.europa.eu/core-vocabularies/LegalEntity>;
cvmap:mappingRelation cvmap:hasExactMatch;
cvmap:mappingComment “All Organizations are legal entities.”@en]
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